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 Français (French) Anglais (English)  Impératif Imperative  
      tu Attends ! you Wait!  
 Infinitif Infinitive  nous Attendons ! we Let's wait!  
 attendre to wait  vous Attendez ! you Wait!  
           
 Présent Present  Futur Future  
 j' attends I wait  j' attendrai I will wait  
 tu attends you wait  tu attendras you will wait  
 il attend he waits  il attendra he will wait  
 elle attend she waits  elle attendra she will wait  
 on attend it, one waits  on attendra it, one will wait  
 nous attendons we wait  nous attendrons we will wait  
 vous attendez you wait  vous attendrez you will wait  
 ils attendent they wait  ils attendront they will wait  
 elles attendent they wait  elles attendront they will wait  
           
 Passé composé Compound Past  Conditionnel Conditional  
 j' ai attendu I (have) waited  j' attendrais I would wait  
 tu as attendu you (have) waited  tu attendrais you would wait  
 il a attendu he (has) waited  il attendrait he would wait  
 elle a attendu she (has) waited  elle attendrait she would wait  
 on a attendu it, one (has) waited  on attendrait it, one would wait  
 nous avons attendu we (have) waited  nous attendrions we would wait  
 vous avez attendu you (have) waited  vous attendriez you would wait  
 ils ont attendu they (have) waited  ils attendraient they would wait  
 elles ont attendu they (have) waited  elles attendraient they would wait  
           
 Imparfait Imperfect  Subjonctif Subjunctive  
 j' attendais I was waiting  que j' attende that I wait  
 tu attendais you were waiting  que tu attendes that you wait  
 il attendait he was waiting  qu'il attende that he waits  
 elle attendait she was waiting  qu'elle attende that she waits  
 on attendait it, one was waiting  qu'on attende that it, one waits  
 nous attendions we were waiting  que nous attendions that we wait  
 vous attendiez you were waiting  que vous attendiez that you wait  
 ils attendaient they were waiting  qu'ils attendent that they wait  
 elles attendaient they were waiting  qu'elles attendent that they wait  
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